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Bulk and physica l properti es of need le-p unched nonwoven fabri c depend on the nature of component fibre, the manner
in whi ch th e fibres arc arran ged in th e struc ture and the degree of co nsolidation . A proper understanding of th.:. role of differe nt parameters on fabr ic properti es is important l'or des ignin g the fabric sui tab le for its use. Normall y, the longer and
finer fibre in th e web leads to greater fabri c strength , prov ided th e fibre brea kage is contro lled. The increase in needle density and penetrat ion improves the fibre conso lidation. but beyo nd a certain limit the fibre da mage becomes greater, leadin g
to deteriorati on in fabric characteri stics. Highcr fab ri c weig ilt and introduc ti on of scrim ge nerall y im prove the fun cti onal
propeni es of fabri c. Fin ishin g operati on is opted in th e cases where some spec ial requirements are to be fulfi lled. Thi s pape r
is intended to develop some understandi ng abo ut th c bu lk and ph ys ical propert ies in relati on to raw material, machine parameters and process va riables.
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1 Introduction
Bulk and physical properties of fabric determin e
fabric perfo rmance during use and fab ri c serviceabil ity. Physical properties of fabric are directl) or indi rectl y influenced by the bulk of the material , whereas
bulk properties have d irect relation sh ip with thermal
4
and co mpress ional behaviour of fabnc t - . The properti es of nonwoven produ cts differ widely from o ne another, because of the wide variety of avail ab le fibrou s
raw materials and many poss ible methods of lock in g
or bonding the basic fibrous webs 5 . The fin ished
no nwoven fabrics are desig ned for specific end uses
and therefore, the selection of fibre type, binder system, technique and eq uipment used in th eir manufacture determines their characteri stics. Out of vari ous
manufacturing techniques of nonwoven fab ri cs, needl e punching is the second most popular tech nique
after spunbonding and widely used in various eng ineering app licatio ns. The world produced 1.1million
tones of needle felts in the year 2000, of which
800,000 tones (- 35%) need le felts used new f ibres
and the rest used reclaimed an d recycled fibres. The
use of new fibres is increasing and it is ex pected that
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by the year 2005 , the usage of new fibres in needle
felts will reach 1 millio n tones and by 20 10 th is will
ri se to 1.16 million tones6 . The characteristics and
productio n of needl e-punched fabric can be easi ly
di stingui shed fro m the other type of fabri cs.
Needl e- punched fabrics tend to fall in to 12 general
categories: geotextiles, automotives, filtration , med ica l, apparel , papermaker's felt, marine, industrial ,
sports, home furni shings, aerospace and of course the
dreaded other category, e.g. agriculture textil es, heat
and sound insul ati on7.9. Because the need le punching
industry is so diverse and multifaceted, th ere are
many niche market possibilities for which needlepunched products can be produced . There are numero us quality parameters related to end use applicati on
of need le fe lt fabric. In this paper, onl y bulk and
physical properties of non woven fabric in rel ati on to
process and raw material variab les have been reported.

2 Properties of Needle-punched Nonwoven
Fabrics
The properties of needl ed fabrics depend o n the
nature of component fibres and the manner in which
fibres are arranged in the structure. Fibre properties,
such as dimension , mechanical and surface, have both
direct and indirect effects on fab ric: properties. Fibre
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properties along with the variou s machin e and web
parameters contribute to the structure that emerges
from the needling operation. The relationship lo between vari ous factors is shown in Fig. I. Factors
which influence th e properties of need le-punched fab.
.
b I 8. 11 ·20 :
flC are given e ow

Raw material variables
Fibre type
Fibre length , fin eness, cross-section, crimp, contour
Mechanical properties of fibres
Web characteristics
Orientation of fibre in the web (parallel-laid, crosslaid or random-laid)
Web weight an d uni form ity
Presence of scrim

Fibre Properties

Web Structure

Machine va riables
Needle punch den sity
Needle penetration
Entry a!1d exit speeds
Fillishing
Heat setting
Calendaring
Chemical bonding
Coating
Laminati on
Fig. 2 shows a schemati c diagram of need le
punching machine"l. Bulk properties of fabric are dependent on porosity and pore structure of needl ed fabric. Poros ity level of needled fabric is fairly hi gh and
fab ric possesses a wide pore size distributio n. Further,
they are multi-dimensional and inter-co nnected in a
fibrous network. Various properties of fabric are related directly or indirectly to the pores present in the
fibrous materi al. The pore size can be defined in
many forms, e.g. its volume, surface area, max Imum
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Needled Fabric Structure

Fibre Properties

/
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Fi g. I - Rel ati onship betwee n needled fab ri c properti es and
various factors I
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Ma chine desigll parameters
Needle density on board
Pattern arrangement of needles in the needl e board
Type of needle/needl e shape, size, number of barbs
Sing le or both sided needling
Pre-needling/fini sh needling
Straightlin clined punching/e lliptical needlin g
Special arrangement for pattern fab ri c
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Delivery Rolls

Fig. 2 - Schemati c diagram of need le punch ing mac hine~

di ameter, eq ui valent diameter, average diameter and
minimum diameter. Each of the above dimensio ns
may be critical in certain end use application . Pore
vo lume is th e dominant factor that determines capacity for liquid uptake. Pore structure of no nwoven fabri cs has strong dependence on the fibre characteristi cs,
22
web weight and process variables • However, there is
lack of inves ti gation on the influence of various factors on pore structure.
In case of needle-punched fabric , the slippage of
fibres is a dominating factor in the deformation of
l6
fa bric, in fluencing its tensile behav iour . The physica l properties of needl e-punched no nwoven fabric s
are directly or indirectly affected by bulkiness of fabric. The later parameter is in versely proportional to
the fabric den sity. From the measurement of fabric
thi ckness and weight per unit area, th e fabric density
can be calculated usi ng the following relationshi p23 :

p". = L

X

103

where PI" is the fabric density (g/cmJ); F"" the fabri c
weight (g/m2); and L , the fabric thickness (0101).
Selection of machine and finishing process depends
o n the quality and characteristics of final product. For
a given set-up , the properties of needl ed fabric are
governed by raw material, web characteri stics and
process variables A proper understanding of the effect
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of different parameters on fabric properties is important for designing the fabric suitable for its use. However, the engineering of fabric properties, in some
cases, is very difficult. High stTength combined with
softness is one of the most difficult property combinations to achieve, because the geometrical factors
that permit high strength also lead to increased stiffness. Consolidation of needled fabric, fibre characteristics and its orientation influence the above parameters very strongly . In some cases where fabric
undergoes mechanical and chemical finish, the bulk
and physical characteristics change significantly . By
heat setting, the dimensional stability of the fabric
improves. Change in surface characteristics can be
obtained by calendaring, coating and lamination. To
strengthen the needled fabric , it can also be chemically bonqed. However, in some situation where use
of chemically bonded nonwoven fabric is not advisable, e.g. bandage material, the needle-punched fabric
is thermally bonded. In a particular finish operation,
process variables (calendering pressure, temperature
and time) have strong influence on the said character4
istics. In a stud/ , the influence of calendar roller
pressure and heat setting on nonwoven filter fabric is
found to be very significant. With the increase in calendar roller pressure, the fabric thickness and air permeability decrease upto a point and thereafter they
remain nearly constant. Heat setting brings down the
thermal shrinkage and therefore the optimum heat
setting time is desirable. The thickness and air permeability of fabric increase after heat setting. In nonwoven moulded automobile carpets, needle-punched
fabric is coated with acrylic binders to improve its
strength. After curing, the fabric is laminated with
LOPE powder or film to enable its moulding. It is
observed 25 that the time for pre-heating and pressing
in mou lding are critical factors affecting quality of
moulding. They are. determined by the type of fibre,
basis weight of the carpet and type of binder.
2.1 Effect of Web Parameters

The web parameters that affect the properties of
needle-punched fabric include fabric weight per unit
area, fibre orientation in the web and web composition. The composition of web includes type of fibres,
cross-section, length and fineness.
2.1.1 Fibre Type

The nature of fibre has a considerable influence on
the behaviour of fabrics, during both processing and
use 26-2R. The effect of fibre type (rayon, acrylic fibre,
wool, jute and cotton) on the properties of needled

fabric shows that some fabrics exhibit stick-slip behaviour in extension and others deform smoothly. The
rayon,
acrylic,
jute,
jute/polypropylene
and
jute/viscose fabrics show stick-slip oscillations,
whereas cotton and wool give smooth curves with no
noticeable vibrations. The stick-slip behaviour of the
needled fabric during extension can be related to the
frictional properties of its constituent fibres 10.28-30.
Rayon webs consolidate more easily on needling than
acrylic or wool webs 28 . Comparison of fabric stressstrain curves shows that the wool fabric has the greatest extensibility and the rayon fabric possesses maximum stiffness and strength 10,29.
2.1.2 Fibre Cross-sectio1l, Length a1ld Filleness

To bring out some desirable characteristics in synthetic fibres suitable for end use, the fibre manufacturers usually modify chemical and physical structures of the existing popular fibres. As a result, many
more variants, such as conjugate fibres, low and high
shrink fibres, hollow fibres, split fibres, fibres with
trilobal, multilobal and other profiled cross-sections
and micro fibres , are available for use in needlepunched nonwoven fabrics.
Hollow fibres have tubular cross-section which results in increased bulk followed by trilobal and normal round fibres 3 1. Greater surface area is also responsible for lower effective density, thus providing a
higher cover power. Use of hollow fibres in geotextiles, air filters and nonwoven carpets is alr~ady
J2
clai med .
Oebnath et at. 33 found that the fabric thickness is
minimum for hollow fibres fabric and maximum for
trilobal fibres, which is due to the low crimp
frequency of hollow fibres . It was al so observed that
the hollow fibre fabrics have higher air resistance
owing to their closer packing, effectively reducing the
air gap in the fabric. But in case of trilobal fibre
fabric, the higher bulk and protrusion of lobes in the
fibre prevent close packing of fibres in the fabric ,
resulting in higher air space and reduced pressure
4
drop. However, in a later studi , it was reported that
the hollow fibre fabric exhibits higher air permeability
followed by trilobal and normal round fibre fabrics.
This contradiction with earlier finding is due to the
dominance of fabric density which is lowest in hollow
fibre fabric .
Hollow fibre fabrics show higher tenacity at each
level of fabric weight followed by trilobal and round
fibre fabrics respectively33.34 . This is due to the following two factors: (i) the higher bulk of hollow and
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trilobal fibres prov ides hi gher surface area, which , in
turn , increases the fibre cohes ion , and (ii ) the hi gher
tenacity of hollow and tril obal fibres compared to th at
of round fibre s gives less breakage of fibres during
needling , resulting in cOlTespo nding increase in
strength. Apart from that, th e stronger fibre is expected to produce stronger fabric . It was also reported 34 th at the ho ll ow fib re faLlric ex hibits hi ghest
breaking elon gati on and bursting strength followed by
trilobal and round fibre fabrics . However, at any level
of fabric weight, the trilobal fibre fabric show s hi ghest abras ion res istance fo ll owed by round and ho ll ow
fibre fa brics. Fabric made from trilobal po lyes ter fibre
req uires ' more need li ng den sity, and highe r depth of
needle penetration and weight or any of these parameters to obtain the same effect of bending stiffness
as in case of normal polyester fabric.
Fibre friction influ ences the properties of needl ed
fabric in two ways: hi gh friction leads to greater co nsolidation as more fibres are pulled dow n, and greater
resistance to s lippage in the resul ti ng needl ed fabric .
Fibre le ngth pl ays a very important role in the te nacity of need led fabric . Lunensch loss 35 -37 found that the
longer fi bre lengths result in hi gher strength, hi gher
felt den ::. ity and less air permeab ility . A small increase
in length causes a marked illcrease in stiffness and
strength, owing to the reduced effect of slippage at
fibre e nds28. Because of lower mobility of fibres in the
fleece, a greater fibre length always produces greate r
thickness. The effect of fibre length is am plifi ed by
higher punch density and lower fleece mass 38 .
The effect of fibre fineness on the bulk and ph ysical properties of nonwoven fabric is signifi cant. The
dimensional stability is reduced and si nce the fibres
are more compressible, the thickness is also reduced 38 .
Finer fibre fabric results in lower air permeability
than coarse fibre fa bri c 39 .40 This is because, with the
increase in fineness, there is an increase in total number of fibres present, which, in turn, increases the total
surrace area of the fibres , ex posed to the fl owing air.
Further, due to greater consolidation during needling,
the magnitude of air res istance in creases. Use of finer
and longer fibres will lead to greater fabric stre ngth , if
. was
fJ' b re d amage IS avO!°d e d 23. In a Iater stu d y 40, It
observed that the fabrics made from fibre of intermediate fineness (3.3 dtex, instead of l.3 dtex and 6 .6
dtex) result in improved mechanical performance in
terms of tenacity, abrasion resistance and bursting
stre ngth . However, th e breaking elongation of fabric
decreases as the fibre becomes finer.
0
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In some filtration and drain age applicati ons of
geotextile material, layered nonwoven fabri c performs
41
better tha n a si ngle fibre fabric . The compressibility
and per cent e ne rgy loss increase initially with the
increase in finer fibre content and then decrease as the
percentage of finer fibres is further increased in a lay e red fabric. However, in case of single fibre fabric ,
the compressibility and per cent energy loss increase,
but after a certain level, these parameters start de2
creasing with the increase in fibre linear densit/ .
The number of compression recovery cycle has
marked effect on the compressional and related pa43
rameters of fabric .
2.1.3 Web Orientation

Fibre orientation in the web is particul arly important in relation to fabric tensile properties. Aerodynamic random-laid webs produce a more bulky and
balanced structure with regard to fibre orientation
di stribution 44 ,45. In a stud/ 6 on needle-punch ed parallel-l aid jute fabrics, it is found that the fabrics have
co nsiderably hi gher strength in machine directi on
than in cross-direction and 45° to the machine direction . Parall el-l aid fabrics tend to have more bending
length in machine direction as compared to cross-laid
fabrics. M ore fibre orientation in machine direction
and high compactness of parallel-l ai d structures are
responsible for thi s. However, the be nding length in
cross-directi on is more for cross-lai d structures as
compared to paralle l-laid structures because the predominant arrangement of fibres in machine direction
makes their bending relatively easier in cross direction 21. For cross-laid webs, the bendin g le ngth in machine directi on is less than th at in the cross direction.
This is because of the fact that more fibres are oriented in cross direction, which increases the flexural
rig idity and thus the bending length in cross direc47
tio n . Parallel-laid fabrics have lower values of air
permeability and thermal resistance than cross-laid
fabrics because the arrangement of fibres in parallellaid fabrics makes the fabric structure more compact
so that it holds less air and offers more res istance to
the flow of air21. In another observation 45 , air permeability of random-laid fabrics is found to be higher
than th at of cross-laid fabric because of the larger
number of pores in random-laid fabrics.
2.1.4 Web Weight per Unit Area

Normally, a thicker and looser structure is obtained
if the web weight is significantly increased without
altering the needling program . Thi s is because more
fibres are able to evade the needling action. Naturall y,
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if the punch density and needle penetration are increased, stronger structures are produced from greater
web weights since more fibres are located within the
44
fabric . After a certain weight, there is a decline in
the properties because of the greater fibre breakage,
since the thicker web provides more resistance to needling passage. Thus, an increase in web weight does
not guarantee an improvement in fabric properties.
The choice of web weight is determined by thickness ,
strength and resilience required for different applica44
tions . Tn a study, it was observed that with an increase in basis weight, the tenacity initially increases
and then either the rate of increase slows down or the
tenacity decreases (Fig. 3), whereas the initial
modulus increases (Fig. 4)4 8.49. This might be attributed to the fact that the tenacity of nonwoven fabric
increases with the interlocking of fibres at a constant
needling density and depth of needle penetration and
thereafter the tenacity is reduced with increased web
weight at constant needling parameters due to non
46
interlocking of fibres . Up to an optimum web weight
for a given depth of needle penetration, the contribution to tenacity by the increased number of fibres in
the vertical peg is able to outweigh the reduction in
tenacity caused by the increased fibre breakage.
Beyond this optimum web weight, the fibre breakage
is probably excessive and results in drop III
tenacity 3:1.34,40.S0 .

In general, fabric density increases with the increase in fabric weight per unit area. Firstly, due to
the consequent increase in fabric thickness, both the
effective distance of barb penetration and the effective
number of barbs penetrating the web become higher,
leading to greater fibre entanglement. Secondly, the
heavy weight web provides a higher frictional resistance to the movement of punched fibres and thus
increases the forces impacting the fabrics. At the other
extreme, a very light web, which contains only two or
three layers of card web, would provide almost no
frictional resistance and would not consolidate appreciably on needli ng SO.5 I. Thermal insulation of fabric
increases with the increase in basi s weight of fabric
due to the consequent increase in fabric thickness 33 ,s2.
However, warmth to weight ratio decreases with the
increase in fabric weight per unit area. This is because
of the more consolidation of heavier webs, leading to
lower increase in thermal resistance value in relation
to the increase in weight per unit area of the fabric s3 ,
Further, as the basis weight increases, there is drop
in air permeabili ty 33.5I ,S2,s4. The increase in fabric

4 .5

Fig. 3 - Effect of web weight and depth of needle penetration o n
. 18
te naclty-

7

Fig. 4 - Effect of web weight and depth of need le pe netrati on on
28
initial modulus

weight, besides increasing the number of fibres present, also increases the density of the fabric. The increase in density decreases the diameter of channels in
the fabric, subsequently presenting a higher resistance
to the flow of air. Further, the increase in thickness of
the fabric also attributes to increase in airflow resistance 39 , The relationship between ai r permeability and
weight per unit area can be established using the folss
lowing equation :
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where P" is the air permeability; W, the weight per
unit area; and K, and K 2 , the constants for needle4
punched fabrics (K, =1.75 x 10 and K2 = -6.6).
To study the effect of fabric and fibre properties on
fabric air resistance, following equation is derived
using stepwise mutiple regression 39 :

r=15.73+14I.lm-0.OI2

h3

t

+29034(I-ht d
d
?

where, r is the air resi stance (Nsm-3); m, the weight
per unit area of the fabric (kg/m2); h, the porosity of
the fabric ; d, the fibre fineness (dtex) ; and t, the
thickness of fabric (m).
Using the above empirical equation, the fabric can
be designed according to required air permeability. rn
another work 5(i, the artificial neural network (ANN)
and empirical models have been developed to predict
the air permeability of jute-polypropylene needled
fabrics with varying blend ratio, fabric weight and
needling density .
Breaking elongation of the fabric decreases with
the increase in fabric weight34 ,40,48.57.58. The initial decrease is attributed to the better compactness of fibres
causing reduced slippage and thereafter the decrease
may be attributed to the fibre breakage which reduces
fibre length and hence fibre-to-fibre cohesion. The
increase in web weight also leads to increase in abra34
sion resistance and bursting strength and decrease in
59
compressional resiliency of fabric .
By transporting fibres from the horizontal to the
vertical plane in a carded web, needles cause a mechanically interlocked fabric. The manner of this
transfer is of interest together with the forces generated on needl es during punching and the resultant effect of needle wear. It is found that some fibre extension occurs during reorientation along with the slippage, which allows fibre movement60 . Studies on vi scose webs show that the punching force is representative of the fibre pick up. The punching force starts
declining at high needle penetrations due to the fibre
breakage and is higher at the front of the needle board
than at the back61. The forces generated through needling are the result of stiffness of fibres , number of
fibres within each tuft, depth of needle penetration
and coefficient of friction between fibres and steel. By
the application of suitable fibre finish, it is possible to
minimize friction between fibre and steel and to
change intrafibre friction. This greatly assists 111 reducing needling forces and fibre damage 17 .
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2.1.5 Effect of Reinforcing Material

Incorporation of a scrim, which is a light weight,
open weave and coarse fabric , into the centre of web
62
provides additional strength . Higher fabric density
in case of fabrics having reinforcing material is due to
the presence of woven structure, which helps in better
locking of fibres and less bouncing back of fibres
during consolidation 32 . Thermal insulation decreases
in the presence of reinforcing material because better
entanglement of fibres causes the thickness of fabric
33
to reduce . It is observed that the presence of scrim
causes reduction in air permeability of nonwoven fabrics again due to the better consolidation of fibre with
the presence of scrim, which itself resists air flow .
The use of reinforcing material causes higher tenacity
at break, abrasion resistance and bursting strength,
and lower breaking elongation 5?
Further, the type of reinforcing material and its position in the web also affect the fabric properties. In a
stud/,3 on jute floor covering, it was observed that the
air permeability is greater when an open construction
of the reinforcing material is used. Further, air permeability is higher when the reinforcing material is used
at the centre of the web than at the base. Since more
number of barbs pierce through the reinforcing fabric
when placed at the centre of the web than at the base
for a given depth of needle penetration, the fabric is
subjected to greater damage by the action of needles,
which, in turn, leads to higher air permeability .
2.2 Effect of Machine Variables

The most important machine variables are depth of
needle penetration and needle punch density ; others
being the type of needle, barb size and number of passages . For a given needle, the fibre movement through
the web depends on the depth of needle penetration
and the degree of entanglements depends on the needle punch density' 2. The effect of needling appears to
create 'pegs' in the fabric, these pegs comprise vertical fibres surrounded by horizontal fibres. The horizontal fibres are either by-passed by all the needles or
are the connecting parts of fibres between the pegs.
The pegs are created by the needles, and their size
depends on the original web thickness, amount of
needle penetration, and needling density. The pegs
influence bulk and mechanical properties of needled
fabric .
2.2.1 Depth of Needle Penetration

Depth of needle penetration is usually defined as
the distance by which the needle point passes below
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the top surface of the loom bedplate. If the distance of
separation of th e loom plates is subtracted from the
sum of the barb penetration and the distance of the
first barb from the needle point, the depth of needle
penetration is obtained. Here, barb penetration means
distance of the first needle barb below the under surface of the stripper plate when the needle board is at
its bottom most position (Fig. 5). Barb penetration (b)
can be expressed by the following equation 14.64;
b

L

= (t+d)-y
b

where b is the barb penetration; t, the distance between two loom plates; d, the needle penetration
through the bed plate; and y, the distance of first barb
from the needle end.
Th e effect of depth of needle penetration on the
fabric structure depends on the number of barbs that
pass into the web and the distance traveled by barbs
through the web. The actual vertical distance where a
particular fibre is transported by barbs depends upon
the thickness of web, position of fibre in the web, position of barbs on the needle and depth of barb pen el4
tration .
During the needling process, the fabric gets
stretched. This stretch may increase with the increase
in amount of needl e penetration. Th e needle pe netrati on not only determin es the amount of fibres bein ba
taken up by the needle barbs but also the extent of the
movement of fibres . With higher needle pen etrati o n,
the fabric becomes more stretched and needlin ba is
also more likely to cause fibre b:·eakage. Fabrics made
by the finer needles stretch less compared with those
made using coarser needles. With coarse need les
more fibre breakage due to the large barbs cause~
23 61
more stretching . . A decrease in fabric thickness
with increased depth of penetration is also obscrvecl,
which is due to the reorientation of fibres and the
greater pressure exerted on fibres remaining in horizontal plane by the fibrous arcs between adjacent tufts
as they are pulled further into the web. This will cause
a compression of the web and a consequent increase
in densit/1.54.64. Depending on fibre orientation, the
fabric made using finer needl e causes less breakage
owing to the smooth barbs. Two important barb
are
quantities which affect fabric dimensional chanaes
b
the undercut angle and barb depth (Fig. 5)23 .
There is large variety of needles which are different
in size and shapeS. 14. 17.65. Most commonly used needle
is a triangular needle with nine barbs on three-sided
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Fi g. 5 - Barbed need le [()- Undercut angle, a d L-

Barb depth]

working area. General needle shape and dimensions
have become fairly standard but barb design is the
area in which most developments are taking place.
Universal use of long standing chiseled barb onto the
apices of a trianglular blade section is constantly be6o
ing threatened by more advanced shaped barbs .
Further, th e nine-barb needle is not always necessary
for producing maximum fabric tenacity , which can be
achieved using fewer barbs at higher depih of pe netration. Thick webs may need nine-barb needles to
provide the necessary compaction for the production
of a usable fabric, and thus the web weight should be
considered before selecting the number of barbs on a
needle for a particular purpose. It is observed that the
needle itself plays some role in causing fibre reorientation
, since it has been found that even usin ba need les
.
Without barbs increases the strength of fabric as they
are pushed through the web 64 . Compared to vertical
needle punching, oblique needling results in better
strengthening of the fibrous web s ince the needles
penetrate through a longer path and there is more
thorough entanglement of the fibres . Fabrics produced
by double-sided oblique needling have greater tenacity, lower breaking extension and higher density with
lower air permeability than fabrics produced by sin6o
gle-sided perpendicular punching • Longitudinal extensibi lity and air permeability decrease and the fabric
density increases with an increased needle inclination.
Needle punching of the web in longitudinal direction
and with hot needles are also claimed 8,60.
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With a low needle penetration , the punched loops
do not protrude from the bottom surface of fabric.
However, when the needle penetration is large, fibre
tufts are punched out below the fabric surface 66 . Fabric density increases with the increase in needle penetration, because the increased needle penetration leads
to increased number of barbs penetrating the web
which ultimately causes hi gher consolidation, res ulting in high densit/ 3.51. It is observed that the heat
transfer coefficient increases with the increase in fabric density . Further, as the depth of needle penetration
increases, the thermal resistance of fabric decreases 4.53 .
Air permeability decreases with the increase in
needle penetration, si nce consequent increase in compactness of fabrics offers more resistance to ai r flow.
But at much higher level of needle penetration, the air
permeability of the fabric increases due to the g reater
number of fibre breakage and increase in size of
2
pe toos' 1.45.51.54 .
67
In another observation , the interaction effect of
fabric weight and needle penetration on air permeability is observed. Air permeability decreases with
the increase in needle penetration at higher level of
fabric weight, but at lo wer level of fabric weight, the
permeability first decreases and then increases. Due to
the interaction between needling density and need le
penetration, the permeability decreases with the increase in later parameter at lower value of needle density, but it increases and then decreases at higher level
of needle density.
Fig. 4 shows that as the depth of penetration is increased, the initial modulus of fabric increases because the more number of fibres get reori e nted into
the vertical structure. These larger vertical tufts resist
fibre movement during initial fabric extension, which
results in higher load and consequently higher initial
modulus. Tenacity of the needle-punched fabric first
increases on increasing the needle penetrations and
then decreases sharply . The number of fibres in a vertical unit increases with the increase in depth of needle penetration and leads to better entanglement and
consolidation of the structure, which provides a
higher fabric strength. After certain level of needle
penetration , the decrease in tenacity is observed due
to the occurance of fibre breakage, leading to damage
of the fabric structure48.68 .
On increasing the needle depth , the bending length
initially increases up to a certain extent and then decreases. At less needle depth, since the fibres are not
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to be pulled so much into the vertical structure, lower
bending length is obtained . Higher needling density
restricts fibre mobility during bending and thi s, in
turn , results in higher bending length. An excessive
needle depth and/or needling density results in severe
47
fibre breakage, which leads to poor stiffness . Figs 6
and 7 show the effect of depth of needle penetrati on
and needle density on the compressibility and recov90
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Fig. 6 - Effect of depth of penetration and punch density on compressibility of 6 denier cross-laid hollow polyester need lepunched fabrics 4
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Fig. 7 - Effect of depth of penetration and punch density on recovery of 6 denier cross-laid hollow polyester needle-punched
4
fabrics
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erl'. It is observed th at as the depth of needle penetrati on increases, the co mpress ibility decreases but
recovery increases at all stages of punch de nsity. Thi s
is due to the hi gher entang le ment and web consolidati on as the depth of penetration increases.
2.2.2 Needle PUI/ch Density

Th e needling density affects the compactness of fibres in the we b structure as a res ult of re peated pe netrati on of punching needl es . The specific number of
punch es per square centimeter is the produc t of machin e strokes per ce ntimeter of web advance and the
number of needles per centime te r of workin g w idths.
The punch density (the number of punches per unit
area) is calcul ated using the follo wing relati o nship:

p = S{ x N
d

Ad

where P" is the punch density (punches/c m2); SI> the
number of strokes/min ; N, the number of needl es/c m
working width of the loom ; AI, the amount of advance/min (cm).
It is kn own th at in a needl e pun chin g machin e, the
needles fo llow repeatedly th e same po in ts of preneedl ed batt/fabric by th e moveme nt of needle board .
This creates a patterning appeara nce call ed tracking
on the fa bri c. When a fabri c achieves same pun ch
density by hi gher numbe r o f passes (by decreasin g the
strokes/min), the chances of trackin g for mati o n minimi ze, because the chances of superimpos iti on of th e
po ints selected by th e rows of l" eedles are less. Thus,
th e needl e densi ty w ill be well distributed with hi gher
number of passes. Howe ver, th e hi gher passes al so
lead to heavy breakage of fibres, si nce the fibres of
the co mpact fabric experie nce severe need ling force 13 .
An increase in amount of needling decreases the
fabri c we ight produced fro m a partic ul ar web weight.
Th e decrease in fabri c weight is due to the draftin g
and spreading of fibres during punching, whi ch increase with the amount of needling. Thi s reducti on in
fa bric weight may be partl y du e to the increase in
length because of th e drafting action, as the web is
dragged th rough the needling w ne between the bedpl ate and the stripper plate. It is parti all y due to the
recovery of fibres pulled down by the needles into the
ho les in the bedpl ate. When the needl es are withdrawn, th ey will tend to pull the fibres up again a nd
th e recovery forces will lead to the spreading of web.
The percentage reduction decreases with th e increase

in weight, probably because the heavy we ight webs
develop a hi gher frictional resistance to spreading 5o.66 .
As the number of needle pene trati ons is increased ,
the thickness of fa bri c for the same bas is wei ght decreases due to the increased fibre lock ing. This, in
turn , resists the fibres to bounce back to th eir ori gin al
pos ition when the needle is withdrawn33.53.69. In certain cases, thi ckness may start increas in g o n increasing the needling furth er, whi ch is du e to the reason
th at with th e excess ive number of needli ng den sity the
fibres break and protrude on th e surface of fabri c,
showin g greater thickness. Moreover, the te ndency of
fibres to bounce back improves w ith the excessive
' d enslty
. 51.
needl IIlg
Fabri c de nsity increases with increased needling
density but after certain amo unt of needlin g the fabri c
density fall s. The ri se in de nsity w ith needling den sity
is due to the better interlocking of fibres within the
fa bri c. The fall in den sity with hi gher needling is attributed to the increased number of pegs and spreading of fa bric 51,69. Heat insulati on properties of the fa bri cs go dow n after an initial increase as the number of
needle penetration is increased. This is because th e
structure beco mes more compac t and therefore ho lds
less air, which reduces the insul ati ng properti es, For
the same reason as cited above, the heat transfer coeffici ent goes up as the numbe r of needl e penetrati o ns is
increased. Heat insul ati on properti es o f the needled
fa brics are considerabl y bette r th an the woven fa bri cs
of the same weight4.33 ,52.53,7o.
A ir permeability dec re:lses with the in crease in
needling density w ithin a limit because of the increas ing e ntang lements between the fibres, but beyond th at limit with the increase in needling de nsi ty
fibre damage occurs, whi ch leads to ho les in the fa bric
.
' permea b I' I'Ity 33.34,5 1.54 .
·
co nseque nt Iy I11creas
lllg
t he aIr
2
In a stud/ on virgin polypropylene and jute blend, it
was observed th at with the increase in needl e density,
the air permeability increases at lower fabric weight
but it decreases at higher fabric wei ght.
In an experiment by Hearl e et al. M , the rate of loss
in weight during the abrasion of woo l needl ed fabri cs
was measured and it was found that after an initial
rapid rate of loss, there was a decrease in loss, which
was prominent in heavily needled fabri cs, foll owed by
another period of rapid loss . As the number of penetrati on inc reases, the abrasion resistance increases
linearly and the softn ess decreases. The fabri cs with
soft handling prope rties have poor abrasion properties
and vice versa4 .
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The stress-strai n curves of needled fabrics are influenced by the amount of needling. The more highly
needled fabric shows more coherence and strength . At
first, the modulus, tenacity and breaking extension
increase with the increase in amount of needling, but
at high needling the modulus and tenacity begin to
decrease. The initial increase is d'Je to the increase in
entanglement, while the fall must be due to tearing of
web and breaking of fibres 4 ,33 .4 8,65.68.71-73 . Optimum
needle punch density is likely to be different for different fabric weights with same depth of needle penetration.
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In a further stud/ , it is observed that apart from
tenacity, initial modulus and breaking elongation, the
fabric tensile and compressional recovery improve
with the increase in needlin G density or depth of needle penetration . The bending length and bending
modulus along the machine direction reduce on increasing the amount of needling den sity . This is because the fibres in the fabric might be broken due to
the increased needling density. The reduction in fibre
length 'llight be responsible for the increase in flexibility of fabric, thereby reducing the fabric resistance
to bending. This reduction in bending modulus with
the increase in punch densi ty is more pronounced in
fabric having lower basis weight (Fig. 8) . The fabric
of higher basis weight shows an initial improvement
in the bending modulus with the increase in needling
den sity up to an optimum level and thereafter, the increase in needling density reduces the bending
modulus. This may be due to the initial rise in compactness of fabric followed by fibre breakage 33 .53

3 Conclusions
Bulk and physical properties of needled fabric determine the suitability of fabric for its various applications. The above properties are influenced by the
fibre properties, web characteristics, machine design
parameters, machine variables and finishing operations. In general, the denser nonwoven fabric made
from same raw material and web weight possesses
lower air permeability, and hi gher strength and elongation . Greater consolidation in nonwoven fabric is
usually achieved through higher needling density and
needle penetration. Initial modulus and compressibility decrease but compressional recovery improves
with the increase in depth of needle penetration.
However, there is a limit beyond which properties of
the fabric deteriorate with the increase in above machine variables. In the mechanical means of consoli-

Fig. 8 - Effect of fabric weight per unit area and punch density o n
bendin o length in cross direction for 6 denier cross- laid holl ow
o
4
polyester needle-punched fabrics

dation , spunlace technology (using hydroentangled
jet) is found to be superior with regard to damage of
fibres. A large variation in needle type and shape is
possible with the variation in needling angle in the
machine meant for improved fabric characteristics.
Usually, the higher fabric weight and presence of
scrim improve the strength and abrasion resi stance of
fabric, provided the fabric is made with suitable needling parameters. Fibre orientation in the web is determined by the need of preferentiallisotropic performance in the plane of fabric. Aerodynamic random-laid webs produce a more balanced structure
with regaJ"d to fibre orientation distribution . Normally,
longer and finer fibre leads to greater fabric strength,
provided the fibre breakage is controlled. Hollow fi bre fabric possesses higher bulk and tensile strength
but lower abrasion resistance than circular and trilobal
fibre fabrics .
Finishing techniques are opted in cases where dimensional stability (by heat setting), improved surface
properties (by calandering, raising, coating and lamination) and much higher fabric strength (by chemical
bonding) are required, particularly for nonwoven
25
moulded automobile carpets , synthetic leather, nee9
dled carpets , wipes and mattress pads 75 .
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